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Your Lagna & Navamsa Horoscope Details:

Your Horoscope Details:

Your 12 Houses Analysis & Predictions.
· FIRST HOUSE [UDAYA/TANU BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
personality, looks, attitude, temperament and basic
strength of your horoscope.
 You have likeable personality and be social and
entertaining due to Venus+ Jupiter effects
 You could also be attractive ,very sensitive and
artistic as moon and Jupiter exchange energy in
your horoscope
 You re blessed with an intelligence of high order
due to mercury lordship
 You could also be respected and eloquent in
speech
 Your interest n occult/astrology and tantra could
be fairly high
 You may also be fond of travel
 You could also be humanitarian – serving the
public
Also
 You are a happy and a friendly person as guru
and brihaspati influences your personality
 You are a person who could be easily contented
 You could good at speech and controlled
generally, but rahu could make you rash and
dominating. Risk and fear from fire and
accidents is there.

 You could be religiously inclined and may lead a
simple life
 You might have trouble in marriage- You have
good writing and publishing skills
 Double moon gives you a fickle and indecisive
nature
As the 1st bhava lord is in the 3rd bhava of initiatives,
the person is naturally courageous and strong willed,
also well respected along with good intelligence.
There might be more than one marriage.
As mercury is fair and the lagna lord it gives some
flair for music and also fair enough intelligence and
gains in life and good looks as well.
In some cases one may suffer or get more insults
during youth or childhood somewhat, stomach and
intestines could be affected, skin also need proper
care.
Sun the planet of image is fair in Scorpio so take
special care of your image and how you drive.
. You could be lovers of art
. You may enjoy travel
. You may also enjoy socializing
. You would retain the vigor of your youth
· SECOND HOUSE [DHANA BHAVA]:

· This house basically covers matters related to your
family life, speech, thinking patters and
accumulation of wealth, success in investments,
income source and general level of affluence.
As Venus is strong so you may have a good way of
speaking and also you could get money suddenly.
As the 2nd bhava lord is in the 2nd bhava, it could
give you pride.
You may marry twice as the 7th lord is strong.
Mars in second house could make a person a bit
prone to quarrel as second house rules speech and
yes family as well. One may save more money- also
money could be earned well by effort. Could be good
at talking with people of all strata of society.
Venus in the second house, that is house of family
and Venus the planet of love increases the chance of
more than one marriage or atleast relationships. All
depends on the strength of the seventh house.
In general as Venus is a planet of luxury and
comforts, the person would earn well. Venus is in
second house of mouth so good nutrition and food is
promised.
. You may have to be more truthful
. You will have to work harder for domestic
happiness
. Less chances of inheriting paternal property
. You will make some mark in life

· THIRD HOUSE [SHOURYA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
initiative, courage, competition, communications
ability, siblings, friends and other associates.
A weak mars could affect somewhat on longevity and
your action ability. One has to take well thought
actions and landed properties might give issues.
As Sahaj’s Lord is in the second house or Dhan
Bhava, the you have to maintain good health,
increase velour & initiative, make more efforts, earn
your own wealth rather than depending on others
and follow an ethical conduct.
The third house is the house of courage or shourya
and sun here increases the courage element in the
person. The mind becomes resourceful and a bit
restless to achieve things. This is a strong point as
sun is considered a malefic and the third house is
also malefic combined cause positive effected(
negative x negative = positive).
As mercury a benefic is in the house of actions, so
person could do good deeds for others, but may be
he or herself not happy at times.
The mind is sharp and is fond of reading. Once the
person takes up any work- would work to finish due
to mars effects of the karaka for the third house.
The person could be good friend of businessmen and
people to do with business, IT(computers),
mathematics etc. The nerves have to be take care
of.

. Generally have good brothers and sisters
. You could be bold
. You have the capacity to bear troubles
. You may have less travel.
. You have to control revengeful spirit
· FOURTH HOUSE [SUKHA/MATRU BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
parents, domestic harmony and the level of
happiness in life.
As your Jupiter is strong the lord of the 4th bhava, it
could give you the desire and thirst for knowledge
and knowing more.
A strong Jupiter generally gives longevity to your
mother, good for family/home and conveyances.
As 4th bhava lord is in the 9th bhava so Kendra and
trikona bhava connect, so good for father and
property matters. So this combination gives you
protection in property car and other matters and
overrules the 3rd house judgment on property. But
still some issues would remain.
Jupiter in 4th house makes the person philosophically
inclined. Also the person is learned as 4th house rules
the mind. Respected and fortunate. As Jupiter rules
dharma- gives fair dharma inclinations. Balanced

peace for domestic environment. Also good for
spiritual life.
As rahu is in the 4th bhava, one has to avoid
behavior that is not intelligent. One also have to act
ethically and avoid getting entrapped by fraudulent
person. One has to be very ethical in behavior and
not try to do out of convention things in life.
. Good for mother
. The mother’s health could be a concern
. You would have conveyance
. You at least have a possibility to get a decent
education.
. You may have large circle of friends
. You may have your own land.
. There is a possibility of losing one’s land.
· FIFTH HOUSE [ATMAJA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
children, status and creative powers.
As Saturn is strong and is a female planet, the 5th
house rules kids so one may have many daughters.
Your son may speak harshly.
As the 5th bhava lord is in the 9th bhava, one could
become a teacher or preceptor as 5th house is of
learning and 9th bhava of dharma and also teaching.

Your son could attain distinction in writing or
speaking.
Give you god interest in dharma and philosophy.
You will do ethical work also a lot and your kids
would do very well in life.
. You are intelligent
. Avoid getting mislead by others
. Any kind of negative thoughts need to be rejected
. Due to your previous good karma- your kids would
be good
. You could also be very creative
· SIXTH HOUSE [VIGHNA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
enemies, health problems, debts, obstructions and
service to others.
A strong Saturn could cause health issues later in
life.Health could be a concern for you.
As moon is in 6th house, may cause ill health in
childhood. Fair success in subordinate positions.
Health needs proper care and one has to avoid
enmity with people. Stomach needs care and so does
sexual conduct. Lungs need proper care.
As your Ari’s or 6th house Lord is in Dharma Bhava,
the you could be trade in wood and stones (‘Pashan’
also means poison, just an indication) and could be
have fluctuating professional fortunes.

You have to be careful with pitta or heat disorders
like boils or blood pressure etc.
Father’s health is impacted due to this.
. You may try to steer clear of debts
. Disease would be less
. You will have also protection from ill health
· SEVENTH HOUSE [KALATRA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
marriage, partnerships and all other relationships.
As Jupiter is strong , it would give you good money
and luck in its own period. Generally good for life
partner and joining a new job or new relationships.
As the 7th bhava is Kendra and so is 4th bhava so
gives a happy and lucky married partner and good
for comfort of children. Would also give the person
good qualification. Also as 4th house rules vehicles so
good for owning more vehicles.
Follow ethical conduct as rahu is close by to your
Jupiter forming a guru chandaal Yoga.
. You may marry well
. You may still have lot of unhappiness
. This could be caused by want of understanding
. Your spouse’s health could be affected
. You could be highly towards passion

· EIGHTH HOUSE [Guhya BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to
unknown or hidden or suspicious issues, unearned
wealth, sudden losses of wealth and also property
and luck.
As mars are weak your longevity could be impacted
a bit. Sudden losses of wealth and lands are possible
as mars is a karaka for wealth as well. Especially in
the mars periods.
As 8th lord is in the 2nd bhava, eye and tooth
problems are possible. You should try to eat health
and fresh food for health. There could be some basic
discontent and quarrels in domestic life. The life
partner may have difficulty in understanding you.
. You may live long
. You would pass through troubles easily
· NINTH HOUSE [DHARMA/BHAGYA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
level of luck, length of marital life, interest in religion
& spirituality and level of morality.
As Venus is strong it would give you great gains and
also gains & respect from the government. Gives
beauty as well.
As Venus is weak-there is a possibility of loss of
wealth and your life partners younger brothers could

be the cause of the same. Trouble or problems
through state or the government possible.
As Saturn is in the 9th bhava, there are some
chances that you might lead a lonely life and not
marry. You have good valor in fitting battles with
people.
As the 9th bhava of father is in the 2nd bhava of
wealth, generally this gives an affluent & influential
father. One would generally get parental property.
. You may in general not inherit parental property
. More chance of losing it
· TENTH HOUSE [AGNYA/KARMA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
career, your Karma & the kind of deeds, your
authority and name.
Strong mercury could give gains from the
government, gain in position and one may do good
deeds and also get fame and name .
As mercury is weak in an enemy sign, mercury
could also give losses or problems form the
government, less chance of gain in position in career
one may not do good deeds and also not get proper
fame and name.
As Karm’s Lord or 10th lord is in Sahaj Bhava, the
you could be enjoying happiness from brothers and

servants, be valorous, virtuous, eloquent and
truthful.
As ketu is in the 10th bhava, you would be strong
and bold generally. You have to avoid negative
deeds in life. One needs to have purity in resolves.
There could be generally many obstacles in
undertakings due to ketu in the 10th bhava.It could
make you clear in dealing with people.
As ketu is fairly placed, it will also make you happy
and religious as ketu is for dharma. You will read
scriptures and visit pilgrimages and also have dip in
holy rivers.
. You could hold a high position or a position of
responsibility in life
. The inclinations towards religion might be less
. You normally would think well of others.
· ELEVENTH HOUSE [LABHA BHAVA]:
· This house basically covers matters related to your
gains and inflows from various sources.
As moon is weak there could be fluctuations or
changes in gains and fortune. Elder sister’s longevity
need care. Lesser gains or sukha from mother is
indicated. Lungs trouble is a high chance.
As 11th bhava lord is in the 6th bhava, so you may
gain from maternal relatives and also from litigations
or hospitals or nursing homes.

. You will in general earn well in life
. The chances of lottery and windfall is always there
· TWELFTH HOUSE [VYAYA/ANTYA BHAVA].
· This house basically covers matters related to
sexual desires & their fulfillment, losses, expenses,
travels to other countries and events beyond your
control.
As sun is strong so even being lord of 12th it would
give you gains and also you may spend a lot.
As the 12h bhava lord is in the 3rd, there could be
timidity and quietness in behavior at times. Brother’s
health and well being affected. Dressing has to be
proper.
Gains from foreign lands is possible.
. You may not be able to enjoy life to that extent
. Though you may have ample of money
COMING MAJOR PLANETARY PERIODS(4
periods are discussed )- General and Specific
Effects Both Given





ketu period till 2024 July
venus period till 2044 July
sun period till 2050 July
moon period till 2060 July

 ketu period till 2024 July
Ketu is in the 10th bhava a Kendra and aspects
your 2nd /4 and also 6th bhava.Ketu might give
contraction in career or not much success in
career. Unexpected and sudden problems in
family and career are possible. You may choose
something very special or unique. Your wealth
flows and status could be affected. You have to
speak sweetly now. Family life needs care and
you need to drive with care and also land
conflicts could come in. You may also build up
temple this time or donate for charity more.
You also have to take care of your image and
ensure people don’t point fingers on you as the
4th bhava of image is also impacted. So
separation from relatives and a felling of
confinement or restraint of some kind could be
there. Especially in year 2017
Ketu
-------KET till 10/12/17- the above effects would
be more prominent in this period.
VEN 10/ 2/19
SUN 16/ 6/19
MON 16/ 1/20
MAR 13/ 6/20
RAH 1/ 7/21
JUP 7/ 6/22
SAT 16/ 7/23

MER 13/ 7/24
 Sun = Health and image needs care. Male
seniors need proper care.
 Moon = Mind may become spiritual. Mother
or senior females would need care. Mind
has to be kept positive
 Jupiter = your interest in occult and
astrology could grow a lot.
 Rahu = unexpected changes and travel
could be there. There could be grief in mind
 Mercury = Think and act. Education or
money could have an impact. Children need
care.
 Venus = Family peace has to be
maintained Life partner needs care. Comfort
could be less.
 Ketu = Time for introspect and study.
Losses could be there on money front.
 Saturn = work may be affected. Work
discipline needs proper care now.
 Mars = Drive carefully . Avoid fights now.
Action does not have to be hasty.
Upaya= Feed Brown dog and lord ganesha mantra.
Ketu-ketu sub period
2017 is a karmic year when a person could feel
bound and to constricted with lots of issues coming
up, 2017 nov onwards more relief.

special Bonus Guidance for 2017:
this is a karmic period so expect to get what you
have sown in the past. You may want to re-evaluate
your present conditions .Due to karmic indications- if
you have been putting right kind of
effort in the past then you could expect success
and increase in status. You can also expect
benevolence from the people around. On the
downside past efforts may bring un-wanted burdens
on you. If that is
the case you may want to re-evaluate the present
circumstances.
In general one could expect success in practical
undertakings, politics or military moreover one has
to keep in mind that a strong desire for fame can
result in personal losses during this time.
Take reins in your hand by making an organized
effort and come out of karmic period gracefully.

· CAREER:
· Expect some struggle on the career front.
· Your attitude would be more inward drawn and you
might be doing more reflection on how to ·
· Improve the throughput of your work.
· Your efforts could be blocked.

· Try to maintain your confidence
· You will do well to focus only on your health and
hard work.
· You could expect some contraction on the
professional front
· FINANCE:
·Income will remain stable but not much hike is
expected.
·Some expenses on medical treatments.
·Savings and investments may be neglected.
·Speculation now will not get very good results
· Lie low and act in conservative manner in both
career and finance now.
· LOVE & MARRIED LIFE:
· Take special care in any associations.
· New ones may not develop so quickly.
· Special effort on your part would be needed to
maintain the relationships
· You may be more drawn inwardly- or interest in
occult may develop- so could affect social life.
· CHILDREN:

· Take special care of children’s health
· This is a time they may develop good focus on
studies
· They might start taking more interest in religion
· A vigil is the best bet to be kept at this time
· HEALTH:
· Guard against health
· Take care of Mental stress.
· Special care of hidden ailments.
· Expect- Pitta/Fire related problems
· Expect- problems of type infection
. Take special care of stomach infections at this time
 venus period till 2044 July
Your Venus is in the 3rd bhava and is just
averagely comfortable here ruling the 2nd bhava
and 9th bhava. You will have a lot of energy in
you, get god vehicles and also over all luxury to
be above average. Planned action could give
sudden gains. So gain in status and wealth
would be there by help of women or some
industry to do with luxury/beauty and taking
care.
The life partner’s health needs care as mars is
too close to Venus here.

As mars the lord of the 8th bhava is close, so you
have to deal with women with care. You also
have to drive carefully.
-----------VEN -20 Years
------------VEN till 13/11/27
SUN 13/11/28
MON 13/ 7/30
MAR 13/ 9/31
RAH 13/ 9/34
JUP 13/ 5/37
SAT 13/ 7/40
MER 13/ 5/43
KET 13/ 7/44
 Sun = Life partner needs care. Family
conflicts may increase. Male seniors need
proper care.
 Moon = There could be a sense of
achievement in the mind. Mother or senior
females would need care.
 Jupiter = You will grow in leaps and bounds.
Good for children and arts. You may
develop interest in occult and astrology.
 Rahu = Your image needs to be protected..
Fathers health needs care.
 Mercury = Think and act- no haste now.
Education needs care and so does money
matters.

 Venus = Family peace and health of Life
partner or lover needs care. Comfort would
be there. Avoid strong conflicts now.
 Ketu = Over all comfort would be less and
so would be the family life. Time for
introspect and study. Drive carefully.
 Saturn = work may be affected. You may do
some very specialized work. Good for
engineering work.
 Mars = Drive carefully . Passion and sex
life could be good. Avoid fights now with life
partner or at home. Action does not have to
be hasty.
· CAREER:
· Job will remain fairly stable
· You could get a comfort feeling on the job front at
this time
· Your responsibilities level would increase at this
time
· Your responsibilities at home would also increaseaffecting your focus on the job
· Your interactions with female employees could
improve
· FINANCE:

· Relatively Good income from job
· You will be more careful and alert about saving.
· Social expenses would be more.
· Savings and investments would get much better
now.
· LOVE & MARRIED LIFE:
· Some of your old associations may come up once
again.
· If you want you can look at these for renewal or
repair.
· You will be able to have a generally better time
with your lady friends.
· Sex life will improve
· You will tentatively consider taking yourself away
from this form of social mixing. As you may · prefer
to stay within yourself.
· CHILDREN:
· Children would do better on artistic pursuits and
paintings
. The improvement on family environment would also
help their growth

. Their confidence levels could soar at this time
· The home would reflect beauty in general
· HEALTH:
· Stable health in general.
· But all functional ailments remain.
· Cold and cough , plus special care for sexual
organs.
 sun period till 2050 July
Sun rules your 12th bhava and sits in 4th bhava with
Jupiter and rahu. So your public image needs care.
You may get good name and position as the 7th
bhava and 10th bhava impacted. Health matters like
blood pressure needs care. You may move away
from your family at this time to foreign lands or
distant places.
As sun is in aries you may get blessings form
your guru and would do religious work as well.
But as sun is malefic as well and in the 4th
bhava- so conflict of lands and also family/legal
matters and trouble due to vehicle may come up.
Sun period = 6 years
-----------------SUN till 1/11/44
MON 1/ 5/45
MAR 7/ 9/45

RAH 1/ 8/46
JUP 19/ 5/47
SAT 1/ 5/48
MER 7/ 3/49
KET 13/ 7/49
VEN 13/ 7/50
 Sun = You may take exceptional initiative.
Gain in position Pitta disorders need care.
Ego clashes possible.
 Moon = You might feel highly motivated to
work. There could be a great deal of
changes and movement in your life.
 Jupiter = You will gain in money and
wealth. Kids may do exceptional but may
need proper care. your interest in occult
and astrology could grow a lot.
 Rahu = You need to protect your image.
Loss from the government possible. There
could be unexpected changes and travel
could be there. You have to avoid any
rashness. Relatives could be source of
trouble to you.
 Mercury = You have Think and act. You
could get laurels in education. More young
people may connect to you.
 Venus = Avoid strong fights or conflicts at
the family front now. Family peace has to
be maintained. You may gain somewhat in
comforts.
 Ketu = Loss of image and blood pressure
needs care. One may loose from the state
or the government. Time also for introspect

and study. Health & vitality needs proper
care. Losses could be there on money front.
 Saturn = Avoid conflicts with seniors at the
office. Strong conflicts or fights could erupt
now. work may be affected. Lot of work
might be there.
 Mars = You will get gains from the
government and also gain in position. Your
actions would be exceptional in nature.
Avoid fights now. Rashness has to be
avoided at any cost now.
. CAREER:
. You could become very assertive in your attitude
this period of time
.Good time to start new ventures and things.
. Good time to get recognition for the same
. You may have aggressive targets to achieve
. Possibility of disputes with colleagues due to ego
problems
.Avoid domination and self centered approach
.You may get some honor for your work in this time.
. FINANCE:
. New growth in this direction is possible
. Take care while lending money to others.

. Not a very good time to invest in new shares
. Health expenses could be there
. LOVE LIFE & MARITAL LIFE:
. Good time to start a new relationship
.Respect others person’s individuality for best results
. New relationship may happen on its own.
. Disputes due to conflict of ego possible
. Possibility to get involved with a prominent person.
.Gain in position would help to substantiate new
relationships
.Your relationship might come into prominence at
this time
.Use of wit would help you to build up better
relationship
. HEALTH:
. Health problems would be there , special care of
blood pressure and eye’s to be taken
.Any exercise that aids circulation is helpful
. You can overcome your health problems by regular
exercise and yoga.
.Doing Suryanamaskars would be of great help to
you at this time

 moon period till 2060 July
Your moon is in the 10th house and rules the
11th bhava. So would give you changes and travel in
its dasa. There could be a lot of movement at your
family front. Yes gains and money flow would be
there.
As moon is in your 10th bhava, so it could give
you gains in lands/career and you could be involved
in oblation and prayer to god.
As moon is in the Gemini sign and not a friend
of moon, so you may have some issues in the
family and also may have to live away from your
home.
MON -10 Years
------------13/ 7/50
13/ 7/60
------------MON till 13/ 5/51
MAR 13/12/51
RAH 13/ 6/53
JUP 13/10/54
SAT 13/ 5/56
MER 13/10/57
KET 13/ 5/58
VEN 13/ 1/60
SUN 13/ 7/60

 Sun = Lot of changes and ups and downs.
Females of the family need proper care.
 Moon = You might have a wavering mind.
You may travel a lot this time. Mind may
become spiritual. Mind has to be kept
positive
 Jupiter = Your would be at travelling to
shrines and religious places. Your mind
would be on dharma or religious matters.
your interest in occult and astrology could
grow a lot.
 Rahu = Female seniors may have trouble.
Mental stress and fear could build up.
Relationships need proper care. Unexpected
changes and travel could be there.
 Mercury = Lot of changes and stress could
be there for you.. Education or money could
have issues now. Your kids need care.
 Venus = Great time to spend on family
and comforts now.aquisition of home and
comfort is there. Gain from fluids. Mother or
female seniors may have health issues.
Comfort could be less.
 Ketu = You may get more spiritually
inclined. This could be a Time for introspect
and study. Mind could be agitated. Trouble
to family and females.
 Saturn = Career may not work great. Work
discipline needs proper care now. Mother or
female seniors need care. Unnecessary
arguments with people at home or office is
possible. Brothers and kids may be
impacted.

 Mars = Trouble to brothers and kids.Pitta
could increase. You may leave your place of
residence. Conflict with brothers is possible.
Diseases could come up. You have to Drive
carefully . Avoid quarrels now.
. CAREER:
. Expect more of traveling this time
. You could experience some instability during this
time.
. This should not cause you worry at this time
. You may form lot of dreams about your career at
this time
. Try to maintain good relationships with female
employees at this time.
. Professional growth will come by doing the right
kind of cooperation
. FINANCE:
. This period finances could be changeable
. Flow of money needs to be controlled
. But during this period you will unable to control
your expenditures.
. Avoid lending money others up to this period.

. LOVE & MARRIED LIFE:
. During this you may face some ups and down in
personal relationships
. Try to be as caring and sensitive
. But you will have much family support in this time.
. Silence and forgiveness will best option for you for
better life.
. Hypersensitivity needs to be controlled
.Avoid getting carried away by emotion only at this
time
. CHILDREN:
. Beneficial for physical and mental growth.
. But you should conscious about is health.
. Need for every precaution.
. HEALTH:
. There is a some possibility of falling ill.
. Ailments to do with cold(Kapha) are possible.
. So do regular exercises to maintain health
BONUS for you- remedies that would help you
in Better life.

Very important for him:
Om Namoha shivaye 108 x as many times and
Vishnu sahstranaam and hanuman chalisa
Wearing Emerald would be of great help.
Wednesdays. Wear it on little finger.
 Helping poor and needy students
 Donating to orphanage as many times as
possible
 Offering fodder to cow( around 2 KG)
 Donating green pulses.
Also
 Vishnu prayer
 Gopal sahstranam

